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Intro by Dr. Eva Nora Müller, University of Potsdam

Wittgenstein: If a lion could speak,
we could not understand him

Communication problem I

“Connectivity scientists don’t want to
talk to stakeholders
‒ and stakeholders are not interested
to listen.”
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Communication problem II

“Multi-disciplinary and multimethodological backgrounds of
connectivity scientists are likely to
cause communication problems”
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Overview
Talk on Science Communication by Eva Nora Müller
I. Connectivity and Understanding between Disciplines
II. Connectivity and Communication
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Connectivity research and society
Flooding

Desertification
Land
degradation

Pollution

Nutrient
leaching

Real-world problems
related to
connectivity
research do not
come in disciplinaryshaped boxes

Reservoir
sedimentation
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Landslide

Habitat
fragmentation

Gully
formation

dpa/T. Frey

I. Understanding between disciplines
Disciplines involved in connectivity research
Disciplines

Methods

Hydrology

Field-work based

Ecology

Conceptual modelling

Geomorphology

Process-based modelling

Geography

Indices

Engineering

Remote sensing

Geology

Theory

Agriculture sciences

Society transfer

Remote sensing
Sustainability studies
Environmental management
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Definition of Discipline
Discipline
We take a discipline to be a branch of learning or scholarly
instruction which is defined by institutional boundaries
constructed by the needs of teaching, funding,
administration and professional development.
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Bracken and Oughton, 2006

I. Understanding between disciplines
Definition of Discipline
Disciplines provide scientists:
with frames of reference, methodological approaches,
topics of study, theoretical canons
shared concepts and language (speech communities),
accreditation to practitioners within their fields
epistemological and ontological security that is required
to progress science without constantly having to
question the nature of science itself
‚explicitly cultural elements: their traditions, customs
and practices, beliefs, morals and linguistic and
symbolic forms of communication‘ (Becher, 1989)
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Bracken and Oughton, 2006

I. Understanding between disciplines
Definition of Connectivity research
Overall definition of connectivity:
Connectivity is the degree to which a system facilitates the movement
of matter and energy through itself. It is an emergent property of the
system state.
(Working Group 1 on Connectivity Theory, Think-tank meeting in
Vienna, 2015)
Defintion of ‚our connectivity research‘:
The research work currently carried out by the working groups 1-5 of
the COST ACTION on connectivity theory, connectivity fieldwork
studies, connectivity modelling, connectivity indices and connectivity &
society. (Question 4, later today)
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Recorgnised differences between experts
Problems in interdisciplinary connectivity research:
Fundamental differences in epistemologies, knowledge
and methods
Different ways of formulating research questions
A range of attitudes across disciplines
Frustration and defensiveness when challenged
Differences in communication (oral and written)
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Bracken and Oughton, 2006

I. Understanding between disciplines
Integrating research disciplines
The past gave many examples where integrating
research disciplines in environmental sciences was far
from unproblematic
Integrated research projects begin with high
expectations but often end with poor outcomes
There is much recognition of the need for linkages
between the eco/hydro/geomorphological, policy and
social science communities, but it is easier to ‚talk the
talk‘ than ‚walk the walk‘
Successful integration is not merely a ‚nice‘ bonus to
the research process
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Stock and Burton, 2011

I. Understanding between disciplines
Failure of integrated research projects

Fundamental reasons:
basic lack of interdisciplinary infrastructure (e.g. lack of
researchers trained in integrated research)
lack of quality journals to publish in
problems with the research approach itself
(epistemologiccal and ontological incompatibilities)
language and communication as barriers
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Overcome barriers
It helps:
to show mutual respect towards different science
disciplines
to show complementarity and cooperation rather than
competiveness
to see knowledges as embedded in different cultural
context
to develop a shared language
to develop mechanisms through which individual
disciplinary knowledges can be appropriately ‚translated‘
in order to be ‚articulated‘
to develop a shared mental model on a research topic
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I. Understanding between disciplines
What makes connectivity research interdisciplinary?
The Connecitivity COST Action will enable the transitions
(from the COST proposal):
from parallel projects within single disciplines to
concerted research within an interdisciplinary framework
from a plethora of case studies to more generic,
comparable research,
from a multiplicity of definitions, concepts and
methodological approaches to coordinated, theory-guided
research activity along agreed lines
+ real-world problems, which
were not in disciplinary boxes
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Let‘s scrutinise: Why interdisciplinarity?
In what way does your way of using knowledge from
different disciplines strengthen your study?
What should be lost if one or several elements was
excluded?
to open up disciplinary knowledge to neighbouring
disciplines for reflection, criticsm, and adoption
to identify the academic traditions one draws upon, which
will help to choose a style and format that is acceptable in
those disciplines
to help revisiting the aim: what is it that one wants to
achieve with a specific research approach
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I. Understanding between disciplines
Interdisciplinary experience and familiarity
Where do you see yourself regarding interdisciplinary
competence?
self-assessment
of workshop
participants

Considerable experience with
interdisciplinary studies

Very familiar with the literature
on interdisciplinary studies

Not familiar with literature
on interdisciplinary studies

No experience of
interdisciplinary studies
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redrawn after Öberg, 2011

I. Understanding between disciplines
Interaction between academia and the broader society
Where do you see yourself regarding interactions
between academia and broader society?
self-assessment
of workshop
participants

Purely academic

Monodisciplinary

Interdisciplinary

Transacademic
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redrawn after Öberg, 2011

II. Connectivity and Communication
Language
Language determines:
The positionality of the researcher
The way in which the research question is framed
The development of the theoretical context

Article by L. Bracken and E. Oughton (2006): ‚What do you
mean?‘ The importance of language in developing
interdisciplinary research. Trans Inst. Br Geogr
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Understanding
What happened if the meaning or intent of the speaker
has not been understood by the listener?
3 aspects of understanding:
shared language
group factors
sharing knowledge
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Shared language
DIALECTS
Scientists speak in dialects that are specialised to their disciplines.
Unfortunately, these dialects can at times sound like common
language, leading the listeners to mistaken conclusion that they
understand what is being said (Wear 1999).
they represent the difference between everday use of a word and
expert use
the different ways in which different disciplines use the same word to
mean different things
dialects are also produced by the same word having slightly different
meanings within different disciplines (again different from everyday
meaning)
EXAMPLE: dynamic, process-based modelling
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Shared language
METAPHOR
A word or phrase for one thing that is used to refer to
another thing in order to show or suggest that they are
similar
EXAMPLES
System theory: scale, chaos, connectivity
Ecology: Ecosystem engineer, alien species, natural enemy
Hydrology: field work, particle swarm optimisation
Conservation biology: hot spot, extinction debt
Geomorphology: see e.g. article by Bracken & Wainwright (2006) on
‚Geomorphological equilibrium: myth and metaphor?’
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Shared language
METAPHOR
The significant aspect of a metaphor is that the metaphor
itself does not say, it suggests. This implies that those
who do not share the context do not necessarily interpret
the metaphor (Speech communities!).
Metaphors are embedded in our language and we rarely
think about them or are aware that we use them.
We need a critical, reflexive awareness of how scientists
use metaphors in their interdisciplinary work
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Group factors
Communication and understanding in groups is affected by:
size of a team
composition of a team (2 from the same field?!)
degree of experience with collaboration
status of group members (big cheeses vs 2nd year PhD student)
hidden agendas, personal ambitions and competitiveness
fear of negative evaluation (defence mechanisms, intellectual egos
are fragile)
degree of familiarity among individual group members
leadership of a team
meta-knowledge about the expertise within a group
self-reflection skills within the group
→ Micro-politics are important
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Godemann, 2011 & Bracken
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Group factors: Reflection scale
Where do you position yourself on the reflection scale
regarding interdisciplinarity & connectivity research?
JUST-DO-IT
no
self-contemplation

Don’t-think-just-do approach. Pure
instrumental borrowing of
methods, theories, concepts,
models

YOUR POSITON?

Transition

Deep analysis of the implications,
the meaning and potential
outcomes

HIGHLY REFLECTIVE
THEORETICAL

INSTRUMENTAL
EMPIRICAL

self-assessment
of workshop
participants

NAVEL-GAZER
excessive
self-contemplation
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Group factors: Reflection scale
Why do you use knowledge from different disciplines in
your connectivity research?
Is your ambition to:
1. solve a practical academic problem? (pragmatic)
2. contribute to a new or emerging field? (conceptual)
3. describe/analyse/understand in what way disciplinary
structures cause problems? (epistemological)
4. describe/analyse/understand in what way societal
perceptions of the issue cause problems?
(ontological)
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge
Flow of Information:
Successful problem-solving depends on the willingness
of group members to share their knowledge.
At the beginning:
we do not know what knowledge and expertise is in the group
we might not trust the new information
we are unable to relate it to our own knowledge
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge

?
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge
Knowledge

Knowledge

Knowledge

?

Knowledge
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Sharing
knowledge

II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge
Knowledge
Mental model

Knowledge
Mental model

Knowledge
Mental model

?

Knowledge
Mental model
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Shared
knowledge
Shared mental
model

II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge: Mental models
Mental models are internal representations of someone’s
thought processes for how something works in the real
world (cognitive representation of external reality).
Our mental models shape our behavior and define our
approach to solving problems and carrying out our tasks.
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Jones et al. 2014, 2011

II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge: Elicitation of mental models
Definition: Elicitation is the process of inquiry to
encourage a person to externalise a mental model.
Mental models are elicited to explore the similarities AND
differences in understanding of a specific concept to
improve communication between group members.
Eliciting a greater number of concepts provides greater
opportunity for identifying overlap and difference
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge: Elicitation of mental models
to identify and overcome knowledge limitations and
misconceptions within a group
to integrate different perspectives to improve overall
understanding of a system
to support learning processes and exchange of
knowledge within a group
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge: Elicitation of mental models
We cannot directly access other people‘s thinking.
→ use techniques designed to elicit and represent mental
models
Articulation as a speech process involves
deconstruction one‘s own disciplinary knowledge in
conjunction with those of other disciplines in order to
understand the building blocks and thereby reconstruct a
common understanding
building a better understanding by clarifying, justifying
and arguing
constantly testing each other’s assumptions and
perceptions
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge: Shared mental model
Flow of Information:
Shared mental models refer to overlapping mental
representation of knowledge by group members
Once we know overlaps and non-overlaps of knowledge
we can share AND produce knowledge much more
efficiently
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Sharing knowledge
It helps to:
differentiate (learn different disciplinary perspectives)
tolerate ambiguity (accept that there are different truth,
perspectives and solutions)
find compromises and develop solutions that are
acceptable to all parties
be sensitive (micro-politics of relationships: intellectural
egos are fragile?)
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II. Connectivity and Communication
Connectivity research and society
Flooding

Desertification
Land
degradation

Pollution

Habitat
fragmentation

Nutrient
leaching

Gully
formation

dpa/T. Frey

Reservoir 37 Landslide
sedimentation

II. Connectivity and Communication
Connectivity research and society
Flooding

Desertification
Land
degradation

Pollution

Knowledge
Mental model

Affecting
people

Knowledge
Mental model

Affected
people

Nutrient
leaching

Habitat
fragmentation

Gully
formation

dpa/T. Frey

Reservoir 38 Landslide
sedimentation

How do we want to interact with society on connectivity
research?

Scientist

Knowledge
Mental model

Scientist

Knowledge
Mental model

Manager

Knowledge
Mental model

Affected
people

Knowledge
Mental model

?
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Sharing
knowledge
Shared mental
model

II. Connectivity and Communication
Eliciting Mental Models – a (quick?) example
1. Why are you interested in connectivity research?
Why in general?
Theory, field studies, indices, modelling, transdisciplinarity
Other categories
Why are you specifically interested in connectivity modelling and not connectivity indices (replace
accordingly)?

2. Why do you think communicating connectivity is important?
do you mainly think about communicating within disciplines, across disciplines or outside academia?
do you have experience in science communication?

3. Why do you interact with other disciplines and/or outside-academia?
4. In which kind of regions/compartments do you carry out your connectivity research?
5. What can you show to illustrate your research
computer or conceptual models, field data sets, GIS applications, observation evidence in resource
management etc., please make a screen shot, if possible

6. Which part of your connectivity research would you like to communicate to whom?
7. Discipline, stage of research, gender
40

WG1: Theory
WG 2: Measuring
WG 3: Modelling
WG 4: Indices

VALLEY OF DEATH

Why do we want to interact with non-scientists on
connectivity research?

Real-world
problems
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Why do we want to interact with non-scientists on
connectivity research?

WG 2: Measuring
WG 3: Modelling
WG 4: Indices
WG 5: Society

VALLEY OF DEATH

WG1: Theory

Real-world
problems
Floods
Erosion
Agricultural loss
Pollution
Nutrient leaching
Gully formation
Habitat fragmentation
Landslides
Land degradation
Desertification
Reservoir sedimentation
…
…
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